ABSTRACT: This paper put forward a handheld rock 3-D profilometry technology based on binocular stereo vision. The technology consists of binocular stereo vision heterodyne principle, laser stripes thinning, epipolar line constraint and register of point cloud data. Combination of binocular stereo vision heterodyne principle, laser stripes thinning and epipolar line constraint can make automatically complete a single laser line measurement about rock. Then according to the register technology of point cloud data, the system can accomplish rock 3-D profilometry automatically. A 3D measurement system consisting of two cameras and a laser emitter was developed according to the method. A rock sample was measured. The reconstructed 3D rock sample model is very smooth with details. The results show that the system can get high measurement precision.
INTRODUCTION
The Rock mechanics and Geotechnics is a applied science related to the national economy and national defense. The rock joint surface affects many properties of rock and in the other side the important properties are closely related to the mechanics dynam and seepage properties of the joint surface. The only way to get the reality mechanics dynam is that gets the accuracy shape parameters of the joint surface and contains the models of joint closing and shear joint and the empirical equations. So that is the precondition to study the joint transformation and intension mechanics and built models of them which is to get a accuracy measurement of the joint surface [1] Nowadays how to get rock's 3D data conveniently quickly and accuracy is a very important basic problem. The popular methods used in rock's 3D data now are contact measurement [2] [3] [4] [5] and non-contact measurement.
There are obvious shortcomings in contact measurement which have the following characteristics: low flexibility, unsuitable for on-line measurement, complex structure and high cost, the fussy and complex process, high labor intensity and low accuracy. On the other hand there are many merits in non-contact measurement such as quick measurement, high accuracy, simple structure, low cost. Because of these merits the non-contact measurement has become popular in the rock's 3D data acquirement. Now there are laser measurements, white light measurements, CT measurements in non-contact measurement. The CT measurement needs huge instruments, high price and better condition in laboratory environment. Because of the innocuousness of the white light it has been used in measurement widely. In the white light measurement it can be divided by the stripe types which are binary coding [6] , Fourier transform profilometry [7] , Gray coding and Phase shifting. The Gray coding is one of the binary coding. The coding methods will have the losing information, sensitive to the circumstance light, low use ratio of the image information and shortcomings in measuring the border and saltation position. Fourier transform profilometry measured quickly, but the depth of field is small and has a bigger error in quick change of the altitude. The phase shifting method measures the phase shifting to achieve measurement and has advantages in quick measurement and high use ratio in image. In the Phase Shifting Method [8] ,
it can be divided in Physical grating and Digital grating based on the generator of the projection stripe. The Physical grating is very expensive and has a phase error which is hard to revise. The digital grating has advantages which are long life span, high stability and none phase error. But it has a limited resolution ratio that is with the improvement of the resolution the instrument will grow much bigger and very hard to revise the non-sine and straggling error. As a whole, it's easy to effect the white light measurement by the environment. Laser light as a single wavelength cold light source has the merits which are high stability, good directivity and good anti-interference. So it has been widely used in measurement [9] .
Based on the rock's features which are big change in altitude, complex morphology, we need to get the 3D data conveniently quickly and accuracy. This paper submits a new technology about handheld laser scanning rock surface measurement system based on the binocular stereo vision. Then we established a complete system and finished the measurement successfully. In this paper the data was acquired by the laser scanning technology based on the binocular stereo vision. The system structure is simple and convenient in data acquiring so it especially suit for the rock's measurement. The system made out by the author had two surface array camera( Charge-Coupled Device, resolution 768 (H)×576 (V) ), a calibration board with 30 reference point, a semiconductor line lasers( power 20mW ), a synchronizer to control two cameras synchronization, a computer and software which showed in Fig1.
We can make the perspective transform between space coordinate system and camera coordinate system by two dimensional image of the three dimensional object by the CCD camera. The 3D surface outline and 3D points could get from two images taken by two cameras in different directions.
Before measurement, we need to calibrate the camera system by a high accuracy calibration board. This step is called camera calibration. The points' coordinate in the calibration board have been told which are showed in Fig2.
Figure 2 Calibration board
The image grabbing card puts the image signals grabbed by CCD into computer which will process them. First we get the feature point coordinates in calibration board and image point coordinates in CCD image. Then we calculate the internal and external parameters of the two CCD cameras by the binocular stereo vision model [10] . The Fig3 showed the left CCD camera's accuracy.
Figure 3 Left camera calibration accuracy
After the calibration, the congruent relationship between the image coordinate to space coordinate of the left and right images has been established. When finish this next work will be the searching corresponding points in two images.
Fig4 has showed the principle of epipolar constraint in binocular stereo vision system. I1and I2 are the points taken by cameras. P is a random point in the object's surface and P1and P2 are P's project points in the two images. We called them matching points for each other. Based on the epipolar constraint theory, the P1's matching point doesn't need to be found in the whole image I2. It must be on the line L2 which is decided by the P1's relative geometry position in image I2. The line I2 is called the P1's epipolar line in image I2. In the same way, the P2's matching point must be on the epipolar line L1 in image I1.
Figure 4 The epipolar geometry theory
When the line laser stripe projected on the object's surface, there will be a laser light which has been modulated by the object's height. In the image, laser stripe is not a pixel because of the width of laser. So it must be refined into sub pixel accuracy based on the suppose that the laser scan line fit the Gaussian distribution. Then we can get the sub pixel position by the gray centroid method.
By using the epipolar constraint theory described above, if we abstract a point in laser stripe of left image that the matching point is the crossing point of epipolar line and laser stripe's middle line in the image. Then according to the register technology of point cloud data [11] , the system can accomplish rock 3-D profilometry automatically.
SYSTEM REALIZATION AND EXPERIMENT

Component of system
The visual part of system is made of two industry CCD cameras and a red line laser. During the measurement the system need to be held stable. Then we can finish the three dimension measurement by the software conveniently, quickly and accuracy. 
Measurement experiment
In order to testify the measurement system built in this paper, we take a rock as sample to make a measurement. It showed in Fig6. 
DISCUSSIONS
The system in the paper is a handheld laser scan system. In this system, there is only one laser line data could be taken in one image that is a waste of images. So our next study will be the plenty laser line scan to make the system more efficient.
CONCLUSIONS
The handheld rock laser scanning system which based on binocular stereo vision has the advantage of quick speed, mobile, high accuracy. The system has a high anti-interference ability and could measure the surface of a complex rock. Therefore, the system has a bigger promotion of value and important scientific value for the related disciplines.
